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STATE TEAM LEADERS

CALIFORNIA TEAM
Mark Sawyer, MD, FAAP
mhsawyer@ucsd.edu
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FLORIDA TEAM
Mobeen Rathore, MD, FAAP
mhrathore_fps@yahoo.com
904/244-3739

GEORGIA TEAM
Natalie Lane, MD, FAAP
nlane@georgiahealth.edu
706/533-2917

ILLINOIS TEAM
Julie Morita, MD, FAAP
Julie.morita@cityofchicago.org
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MICHIGAN TEAM
Marie Lozon, MD, FAAP
mlozon@umich.edu
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MISSOURI TEAM
Ted Barnett, MD, FAAP
tbarnett@kc.rr.com
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NEW MEXICO TEAM
Lance Chilton, MD, FAAP
lancekathy@gmail.com
505/710-1929

TEXAS TEAM
OPEN

UTAH TEAM
Brent Kaziny, MD
brent.kaziny@hsc.utah.edu
713/569-5711

VIRGINIA TEAM
Barbara Kahler, MD, FAAP
blkahler@msn.com
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